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Every year, students save countless hours and dollars by taking advantage of the College Board's

CLEPÂ® examinations. CLEP allows students to get college credit by earning a passing score on

any of 33 exams covering introductory-level subjects. There are more than 2,900 colleges and

universities that will grant credit for CLEP. The CLEP Official Study Guide 2015, developed by the

test maker, is the only study resource for all 33 CLEP exams. It includes practice questions for all

exams, exam descriptions, and test-taking tips and strategies.
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As someone else posted, this is not a study guide , but rather a book of practice tests. it explains

CLEP tests and what each test is about, briefly, but there is no actual study materials in the book.

A+! Perfect if you take more than one CLEP test (even for only two it's worth it, if you take only one

you can just buy the PDF guide from CLEP directly for that test)! Even if the guide or textbook

you're studying from comes with review questions, they don't reflect the actual test. The questions in

this guide are a PERFECT prep for the actual CLEP!!!

Got this thinking it would contain new practice tests compared to the 2014 guide, well, it doesn't.

The Principle of Marketing practice test only had four different questions, 4! If the rest of the tests



are (which I have yet to check) like this then there is only a 5% change in the book compared to the

2014 guide. Save your money and get an older guide.

Good book. Better value than from the publishers (I think about $5 less than on their website!)Does

a good job of helping someone know if they would do a good job on a specific clep test or if they

should study more, or just take the test. All the subjects are included.

I thought this covered instruction and not just practice tests.

It's a useful book if you're taking several but please note that it's not like a Kaplan book (GRE /

PRAXIS is what I'm familiar with). What I mean by that is that it's ONLY practice tests and, at least

for math, no explanations or content. So only really useful if you want one practice test per content

area. If you really want to pass a CLEP just buy an individual study guide or pay for some of the

websites online. This book was decently helpful but not as much as Kaplan products or other things

I found online.

I just took the Clep Test for Biology today and I was confident I was going to pass after studying for

2 weeks. I got a 42/80 and none of the questions in the study guide were on the test!! You are better

off just going over the basic biology definitions. I feel like I would have had more luck that way. You

really need to know definitions and a little bit of Anatomy and where things are located. This book

was a waste of money for me, sad to say!

If it were an option I wouldn't even give this "Study Guide" a star. My main reason is a study guide is

supposed to help the student figure out how to solve equations or help them understand why the

correct answer is correct. In this book it gives you the questions and then the answers. There is no

help provided to the students on why that answer is correct.
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